
From: Brendan <boneill@vineyardconservation.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 2:50 PM
To: Lauren Lynch <ed@mvagsoc.org>; Rob McCarron <rmm@edgartownlaw.com>
Cc: Whit Griswold <awgriswold@yahoo.com>; Maria McFarland
<concomm@westtisbury-ma.gov>; Jen Rand <townadmin@westtisbury-ma.gov>; Jennifer
<jennifer.g.blum@gmail.com>
Subject: Update

Hi Lauren,

My board wants consensus (on a joint-reply with the town Con Comm) to your 4/7
letter and memo. So we will work to do that.

I phoned in to the Con Comm meeting Tuesday night where it was discussed. They
had a full agenda, so will continue to talk more at their next meeting. But themes
emerged along with some useful ideas from participants. I want to share those with
you.

Bottom line: to paraphrase longtime WT resident Roger Fisher, “it’s a lot easier
getting to NO than it is getting to YES”. More specifically:

· Thanks – I think they genuinely appreciated the work that went into the
mitigation plan.

· Ag Fair conflict – They asked what FM intends to do during the Fair week.

· Bifurcate – The idea was floated of using the Grange location for
Wednesdays (less congested) and during the Fair week; the Panhandle location
for Saturdays.

· Make contact – The Grange location is available both Wednesdays and
Saturdays. FM received their rental paperwork last August. The rent is not
burdensome. Preservation Trust reached out to FM in February to repeat that the
Grange is available. You may wish to contact the FM managers to relay this
status update about availability ASAP. Nevette is the ED there.

My sense is that everyone at Tuesday's meeting understands that, as long as there’s
conformity with zoning, short-term rental of the facility for mission-consistent
purposes is fine, provided the (renewable) lease term isn’t greater than one year
(par A.6.) They’re also clear that your tenant/lessee will still be bound by the
requirements of the restriction. So the commercial use must be

· limited

· directly related to the permitted non-profit agricultural purposes, and

· directly related to the non-profit and educational function of MVAS.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Fisher_(academic)


That’s one area where concerns remain.

When Greg Watson signed the restriction in 1991 as Commissioner of MA Dept Ag
Resources, all of us also signed onto MDAR’s definition of FMs, which emphasizes
“products grown and raised by participating farmers”. We also signed onto MDAR’s
definition of agriculture (at MGL Ch 128 § 1A) which emphasizes the cultivation,
tillage, growing, harvesting side -- performed by a farmer engaged in those activities.
It includes the preparation and delivery-to-market aspects, but doesn’t reach the
realm of commercial vending of prepared items.

At the Tuesday meeting, some commissioners embraced the idea of a public market
for the benefit of local farmers where the primary focus would be on ag products like
produce, meat, cheese, flowers. Concerns were flagged about straying too far from
that, into areas less directly related to the permitted ag purposes. Prepared foods,
sundries, soaps, paper, and food trucks were cited.

So you see that this continues to be complicated, and the Grange site looks
increasingly favorable because of the lack of restrictions. We do know that FM has a
date with ZBA 5/19. If there are indeed zoning permit requirements relating to the
Grange site (as was suggested at our 3/24 zoom), they should line up those
requests as well. All that will help with our consensus building.

I will keep you posted!

Brendan

--
Brendan O'Neill, Executive Director
Vineyard Conservation Society
PO Box 2189
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568
(508) 693-9588 x13
boneill@vineyardconservation.org
www.vineyardconservation.org

MDAR Definition of Farmers Markets: “Public markets for the primary purpose of connecting
and mutually benefiting Massachusetts farmers, communities, and shoppers while promoting
and selling products grown and raised by participating farmers.”

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/mdar-history-and-commissioners#greg-watson-
http://www.vineyardconservation.org/

